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THE JPIAW4TION Or FILIAL Tway

TO THE TEACIIER-STEIDENT IMATIONSBIP

Audrey na h

Douigass College,

Dickie: Look what you did!' Look what you. did to my snake

Thera/la: You told me to try and trick you, and then when I

did you didn't like it.

Dickie, No: X don't like it. Now you fix my snake's head

back on. Now you give it first aid.

,Therapist,: You want me to fix it again ainco I was the one

that knocked its head off.

'cies X vaab you to do what I say.

Therapist,: You like to boss me around.

Dickie: .2) This is fun I really don't care

about the old clay snakes. I'm just playing. (He waits

until the tat has fixed his srke, then he plaist it
bix the tail and mashes it all min a ball. Then he

ime,.; over to the shelf and 132k. the soldiers and basins

her battle) with his back to the itittsw,...st this time

l'hat....ipkit You're having quite a battle.

Dickie: Why don't you keep still?

Therapist,. You want me to stop taking when you tell me to.

Dickie: Yes. Why don't you? (Thflrapist does. Dickie peers

around at the therapist, and looks my pleased, with his



ailencing Can I ewe back again?

The rapiatr: Yes, if you want to.

Dickies I'm reall7 just playing with you. You j I not' play anY

way / wanted to.

aseampl.....st: Yee. That's what I said I meant it

Dickie* I can oay anything I want to say to you; too?

Teo.v

Dickie: I could even swear in here if I wanted to?

,Therapi0: If you want to.

Dickie: tea./ When can I come aga ? ery da).

part. You may come every Wednesday at this sere tIze

Dickie: You're a grown-up lady and. I can say anything I 'want to say tiz,

you (2..raas)

aszp.'a kt: You think it's fun to say anything you feel like to a grawn-up.

Dickie: Yeah. ( 8) Shut ups Rya. X (the house-mother s name). pput

le Hre. X.

Thera is You would. like to tell the house-mother to shut up sometir*

Dickie, Shut up, Mr. (the superintendent of the Home). Shut your

damn big mouth!,

Therapist You sometimes feel like telling Mr. M. to shut his "damn big

mouth." (Axline, 1947, pp. 2(5-176)

Henry: I think I told you about my feeling 'kat! about not



being invited to portica, idn I?

nateat: Yds.

Ftenry: That's what I thoug4t. Well, I decide wasn't just that So,

I tried to think back about how I felt at the time Do you know what

I was craving?

Therapist; No. Dn you want to te 1

Henry,: Well, it's very hard to put 1 zzto words, but t e sort of a feeling

of importance. I wanted to feel important, that's all. That's what

I've been craving all along.

Banat: You have really found out something about yourself.

ELM: Yes. It was that feeling of importance. You know, when I first

started coming to you I haC so many 'worries. Now I have just one big

worry; how to keep myself from worrying. I have a.fear that the

Devil will sort of seep into my mind / don't really believe in the

Devil, but in a wsy I do. I'm afraAd he might seep into my mind

It's sort of a vagve feeling. I can't express it.

11122121t: It's uncomfortable to think of hia taking control of you, is

that it?

Raw Yes. How can I prevent it? That's something I haven't quito

figred out. Do you know how?

IDIKE210.: VO, but I guess it's pretty puzzling for you.

penry: Yes, it is. I was afraid to tell you, but I feel better now.

(Dorfman in Rogers, 19511 pp. 251-252).

The above two dialogues are excerpts from client centered



play therapy sessions. It vaa hoped that by preaenting ttiee

examples the reader could diocern the essence of this We of

therapy--the accepting, friendly, understanding, handirective

attitudes of the therapist, and the resulting freedom of expression

and possible self realization on the part of the child

The present sudy concerns play therapy, a method of working

with disturbed children. ?lay therapy puts the child in hio own

environment, with tyos, his own tools for self-expression. He

is therefore MAre at ease in a play atmosphere than he would

be in an interview situation.

Over the years, several trends have developed in the area of

play therapy. In order to trace these trends fully, one could go

back to the writings of Aristotbe and find that he believed play

to be an emotional outlet for anxieties(Mitchell &Mason, 1948),

However, this account will begin with Freud and psychoanalytic

treatment Freud presented a rationale for the existence of an

unconscious aspect of the mind, which he believed contained the

repressed fears, passions and urges which govern the conscious

thoughts and actions of man. (Ruiteribeek, 1964)4. In adult

psychonalysis Freud maintained that freedom from these repressed

tortures could only be obtained by finding the eause of the

symptoms and having the patient release the suppressed emotions

through "abreaction." Two major techniques used to lift

repressions and bring out the unconsciouo thoughts of the

patient are "free association,"
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the epnntaneotw emissions or related, words and ideas, and "tr naferencc,"

or the development of intense affection for the therapist which

facilitates personal and emotional expression.

In the 1920's Ann% Freud (1928), in an attempt to apply phyohoan-

alysis to children, found no transference and very little cooperation

in free-association Oh the part of the children However, in an

effort to gain the cenfidence of the children and establioh a positive

personal rtlationship with them, she played with them and let them

express themselves freely.

At about the same time, Melanie Klein (1937) advanced a different

view concerning play, suggesting that the child's activities were

in themselves important sources of unconscious motivational expression.

She followed psychoanalytic tradition in her "Play AnAysis," inter-

preting the observed behavior in terms of the past. She '''ound the

child's play to be as meaningful as an adult's free-associations or

dreams, and explained the childo behavior to him with the same aim

of reducing anxieties as would be the case with adults.

A fundamental change in psychoanalytic thought vas introduced

by Rank (1936) in the form of Will Therapy: "We must again refer to

the process of becoming conscious, in contrast to interpretation or

explanation. As long as one makes the feeling experience, as sudh,

in which the whole individual is revealed, the sole dbject of the

explanation and understan.



ding, one allows the patient to understand himself in

immediate experience which permits livinG and understan-

ding to become one (p. 38) ." Rank stressed the importance

of the therapeutic relationship believing it to be intrin-

sical4 curative. Ris shistorical approach deemphasized con-

tent analysis and sought pure emotional expression with the

therapist providing some control and direction.

1.1i
ft (1933)/ convinced that *Ira patients must *bear their

own burdens and solve their own problems (p. 4)," applied

Rankien theory to play therapy. She recognized the person's

right to come and go as he pleased; she accepted his positive

and negative actions and efforts she naintained her own

rights and limitations; and she respected his necessity to

work out his own prOblems and face his own limitz7. She

believed that "'therapy is potentially present 'whenever the

therapeutic attitude is maintained (p. 19)." She did no

analyzing of unconscious content and tried to recognize and

spontaneously respond to her client's immediate feelings.

However, she did direct many of the dhild's activities. For

example, a dhild asked, "You make me four shrimps," and she

replieds. "You make one yourself, Jack. You are making me do

all the work (p. 251)." Despite this, she does give the

child a considerdble amount of freedom and a friendly, accepting

atmosphere in which to work out his own prOblemn.

Elaborating further on the ideas of Rank and Taft, Allen

(1942) noted that "The therapist begins where the patient is



and seelus to help him tc draw on his own capacities tward fi 1o7re

creative acceptance and use of the self be has (p. 149)." In the

tberapeutic eituation, mthe very telling (patient/6 taltinc) gains

therapeutic meaning, not merely for what is told, nigaificant as

that may be, but by the fact of the patient'a acquiring a freedom to

tell and to ehare (p. 510." Allen also pointed out that for a child to

be accepted as he is, is quite a new experience for him and is curative

in itself. As the child cows to see klizself as a worthy person with

feelings of his Own who in capable of establishing a meaningful re-

lationship with another peraon, his fears and ancieties would leanen

and hopeful..27 vanioh.

folient-centerod therapy, developed by Carl Bogern (1940) set

forth a clear, specific methodology for creating the therapeutic re

lationship eought by Rank, Taft, and Allen. Rogers vas seeking a

therapy which would be applicable and helpful. to all men at all times--

tapping human nature.

We have known for centuries that chtharsis and motional re

lease were helpful...We have 1mm...that insight, if accepted and

assimilated by the client, in therapeutic...But we have not known

or recopized that in most if not all individuals there exist forcea,

tendencies toward self-actualization, which nay act as the sole

motivation for therapy. We have not realized that under suitable

psychological conditione these forces bring about emotional release



in those areas and at those rates which are most beneficial to the

individual (Rogers, 1946 in Ruitenbeek, 1964, pp. 173-170."

In client-centered therapy, also called nondirective therapy, tne

attitude of the therapist is as important, if not more important, than

the method. The nondirective approach requires the therapist to develop

the asi7t of listening and observing. The therapist west see each per

son as having dignity and worth in his own right. He must honestly

respect each client, accept the client's right to select and choose

his own valuel, and recognize the individual's capacity to direct his

own life. Then, "Armed" with this sincere attitude, the therapist must

convey his deep and, honest understanding of the client's feelings to the

client. He cad do this by using sensitive reflection and clarification

of the client's verbalizations and. actions. It is expected thab through

this atmosphere of approval the client will be freer to express his

feelings and. will be able to explore them and resolve conflicts. With

his new, clearer perceptions of himself, he will be able to use his

own initiative to set new goals and behave in a more mature, more

realistic, and. more integrated. manner (Rogers, 1951).

Axline (1947) has done considerable work in play therapy using

Rogerian thecceiePo and. method.01. Whereas Taft and Allen allowed a

wide range of '...reedom to the child and engaged in friendly conver-

sation, Axline used understanding restatement
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a behavior and permitted the child almo t complete selfe.direction

Axline feels that each perscn is consUnt3.y striving to reach tbat

level of utiturity and independence which would enable him to carrt-.

pletelzr understand and respect llimself. This process requires an at,

mosphere a love, security, and belonsingness in order to develop

and thrive. Children who have not grown in such an atmospheve, or

who for some other reason have lost their self-reapect, or who are

3eden with overpowering anxieties, have difficulty in developing and

thriving. Nondixective play therapy, crediting the child with the

ability and motivation to solve his awn problems, provides the thera

peutic atmosphere with the permissivenees and acceptance that allows

the child to be hinse3X. The child plays oat his aggressions, fears,

and desires and thus brings them to the forevound where a skilled

thera ist can reflect and accept them.

Alexander (1960 explained that the "therapeutic situation

actually serves as a demenstratica experLenee exposing the child to

the possibilities that can ercerge from a sincere relationship...The

child has less need to defend or to withdraw. He3earns to value the

truly him= azsocts of relationships (IN 259)"

Because play is so natural for the child, he even has an ad.-

vantage over the adult engaged in nondirective therapy. The child

need not even knew that he has a problem in order to benefit

from the therapy. He could likely view the sessions
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as free play periods He need not worry that thC therapist is try-

ing to "get something out of him" or is interpreting whatever he

does or says.

Dorfman (in Rogers, 1931) has furthered the idea that the child

has the capacity for self-help. Just the fact that so many dhildren

have been helped through play therapy without the parents also re-

ceiving therapy, fosters trust in the childle ability.

!Weaken (1956) lists faith, hope, and reepect an the three

basic attitudes required in elient-centered play therapy. With thene

attitudes sincerely held, the therapist cen even work with normal

children and have them benefit from a preventative mental hygiene

program

in addition to the development in psychotLarapy and play therapy

from an historical, analytical, directive approach to an ablatorical,

nondirective, nonanalytical approachl Guerney, Guerney, and Andronico

(1966) point oat two other trends in therapy. The first is concerned

with the Object of the problem, and thus the aim of the treatment.

Freud stressed that the conflicts and anxieties exioting within

the individual's own psyche ware the causal factors of all that

person's trodbles. Ole patient vas studied in relation to himmelf--

his ego, id, and superego.

More recently, emphasis has shifted from considering man as a

whole unto himself to conaidex'ing him as a produat of hie inter-

pereonal relations. The growth of group psycho-
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there na riage counseling, and fam4ly aroup therapy are evidence of

this trend. Alexander (1964) has found that the greatest number of

children who are referred to the play therapist are sent because they

have trouble in their relations with otter people. The teacher is often

the referrant since he observes the child's daily interpersonal relations.

He frequently reports children es "hostile, withdrawn, or possessed of an

atypical perception of their environment (p. 251)."

The other trend highlighted by Guerney et. al. (1966) is that the

present supply of therapists and techniques is falling short of the

needed supply. New techniques or sources of therapy are needed to permit

the professional theralAst to make better use of his time and facilities

These trendsthe effectiveness of nondirective play therapy, the

embasis on improving interpersonal relations, and the need for new ideas

to facilitate better use of professional serviceshave led to the

develppment of a new type of therapy for treating disturbed children,

known as Filial Therapy. Filial therapy is a method of teaching parents

of troubled or problem children to relate empathically to their children

for a prescribed period of time; that is, to be nondirective play therapists

with their own children. The child is free to 'work through his problems

vla play in the therapeutic atmosphere of parental empathy. The parent

uses client-centered techniques while the child takes the lead in initiating

all play activities.



Guerney (1964) enumerates eleven propositions in support

of the Filial Therapy approach. These are summnrized below.

1. Tr/ubled intra-family relations are frequently shown to

be a primary source of child maladjustment.

The traditional methods of aiding the child are:

a the therapist working separately with the child to

resolve the conflicts, and

the therapist working with the parOnt to alter prOblem-

causing family relations.

Traditional play therapy techniques are presumed effective

because:

the therapist supplies respect and concern which im-

prove the child's self-concept,

bv. the therapist's attitude and cnmmunication of under-

standing and acceptance allows the child to lower his

defenses and thereby work through his repressed con-

flicts and eliminate his anxieties, and

c. the therapist serves to provide the child with more

favorable perceptions of other people.

4. itilizing parents are therapists would give the parents

the feeling that they nre of use to the child and not a

destructive force.

5. Parents can be taught this clearly defined role fairly

easily, especial4 when receiving corrective feedback from

the therapist and from other parents who aro in the pro-

cess of learning the same thing. No deep understanding
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o pe o1uLity heory is needed in order to be an

effective Fain Therapist

The Filial Therapy technique may s rye As A source oX

insight to the parent coacerning his own values of child

rearing his inflexib lities as a parent, and his in-

abilities to respond to the child's needs

7. Using a new method of relating and responding to the

child, even briefly, may help the parents to change nega-

tive patterns of interaction with the child.

The parent close aad concentrated observations of his

child in the therapy session during which the child is

displayina AU increased freedom in expressing himself,

gives the parent a chance to understand himself and his

child realistically.

raven if the parent doesn't perform his role adequately,

his voluntary attntion and devotion to the child's needs

should alone be therapeutic by providing the child with an

increased sense of security and warmth

10. Any success achieved by the parent in playing the role

is more thaa would have been achieved by a therapist

doing the same because:

attention and affection from the parent himself is

more therapeutic than that 1:rom a substitute,

the child's problem developed in the presence of the

parent and thus it should be more easily worked out

in the same environment, assuming that the parent



has learned his new ro and,

the positive change in parental behavior can allow

the child to make pon5.tive rather than negative gen-

eralizations toward others.

U. The interpersonal techniques learned by the parents

during theraw can serve them in their family relations

even after formal therapy has ended, with the child in

question as well as with other clzildren in the family.

Although the Filial Therapy technique using parents as

t repierts is a new concept the idea of using r dnts in

therapy, as therapiata or intermediaries, is not new. Guerney

(1964 1966) has provided an extensive r'eview of the litera-

ture in which pexenbs have been used successfully in treating

their own children. He has pointed oub that psychoanalysts

have used parents as cotherapists in unstructured, informal

ways although the analytic emphasis on intellectual inter-

pretation and insignt in addition to inducement and understand-

ing of emotional expression prohibits using parents with

older children. Not as concerned with insight and interpre-

tation, behavior therapists have readily and frequently made

use of parents as therapists or cotherapists.

Moustakas, in 1959, suggested that parents conduct play

therapy sessions in their own boom even with norman oltildren,

using liogerian methods. Likewise, 33aruch, on 1949, advised that

home play sessions would help foster good parent-child
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relationships (Ouerney,

Starkman (1580 reingorced the idea that theories of

personal:Ay have "contributed little to understnading the

therapeutic process and to br.tin about therapeutic ollaawa

(p. 233)." This, coupled with the fact stated earlier that

understaading complez personality theory was not needed in

order to be a zood Filial Therapist, gives more credence to

the idea of using parents as therapists Since Filial

Therapy views the child's symptoms an often due to parent-

child conf/icts, it seems advantageous to brin3 the parent

into the therapeutic process. FUrthermore, during the Filial

Therapy program the parent's own emotions and attitudes are

attenced to and discussed as well as the child's, providing

a well-rounded therapeutic situation.

Quemoy et al. (1966) have outlined the Filial Therapy

method in c!etail. An abbreviation of his presentation is

provided here:

Filial Therapy involves children of tea years of age or

younger who have an emotional problem, as opposed to an in-

tellectual or neurological one The parent is informed of

the nature of the problem Oftentimes emotional problems in

children are due to a lack of self-confidence, a feeling of

unworthiness fears and repressioLs of certain feelings, and

inadequate communication with the parents. It is explained

to the parent that he can be taught a method of relating to

his child which will encourage the child to express his feelings
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more freely nrd at the name time hep the parent to under-

stand the child s inner feelings and conce

If the parent decides to enter the program, be ( or she)

is assigned to a group of nix or eight other paxents who are

alao beginning Filial Therapy. Tbe group meets with the

thex'apit once a week until the parent is satisfied with the

results and decides to terminate the therapy, usually 6 to

18 months later. At the beginning the parent learna the

purposes and, methods of the role be will soon assumethe

role of a client-centered, therapist. He learns that since

children can see through a mere "technique," honest empa-

thetic feedbadk ia necessary On the part of the parent if the

therapy is to be effective

Usually two or three months after the parent group

sessions have begun, the parent is ready to begin therapeutic

p ay sessions with tba child. During the several months the

mother or father (usually the mother) has observed the thera-

pist demonstrate the technique, she has practiced. the method

herself, and she has watched the other/iarente in the group

practice.

Once the parent begins, she conducts one or more play

sessions a week, at home, for approximately 45 minutes at a time.

Eadh parent buys gbout $25. worth of standard play therapy

equipment genernily including a "ate Palooka" pundhing beg, a

net of hand puppets, clay, crayons, paper, dart guns, "Tinker

Toys," a dall house, or other similar toys that lend
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themselves to emotional expreaaion. %be aeaaione are conducted,

ideally, in a room suitable for play activities in which the Ilerent

and dhild eau be alone and uninterrupted for the duration.

Preceding every weekly group meeting is a demonsttation play

session by one of the parents so each parent can Obtain periodieal

suggestions and comments on ber technique. Nring the group meet-

ings wiAb, the therapist the parents discuss their home sessions,

their children's behavior, and, Importantly, their own emotional

feelings and reactions. The discussions are facilitated by the com

mon situations in whleh all the parents are engaged. Comparison,

mutual understanding, and commonality of goals aids each parent in

working oat his own problem ta relation to the child.

It ls necessary at this point to mention the limitations whidh

are put on the child during the sessions, for as minor as they are

in comparison with the child's freedom of behavior, they are of great

importance. The child is not permitted to extend the time of the

sesiion (though be may leave early); he ray not break otrtain

expensive toys; and, be may not physically abuse the parent. %be

session is terminated if the child breaks one of these rules. These

limitations serve to help the parent maintain honest empathy and

acceptance by preventing strong frustration or annoyance. They also

serve as practice for the parent to be firm, but yet accepting.

Thirdly, it is a link with the teality of nontberapy situations
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In which restrictions and discipline are, of course, necessary.

Guerney and Andronico (1966) have reported that parents are

very willing and capable of undertaking and carrying out the treat-

ment as well as quick to le rn the client-centered role. The child

ren were mostly cooperative and eager. %bey expressed meaningful

behavior and emotion earlier in the process than had been expectid.

Aa a point of comparison with tbe Filial %berapy method, it

is interesting to briefly discuss Katz's (1965) ideas in relation

to .parents and play therapy. Katz maintains, as do rani other

loychologists, the theory that was stated earlier ia this paper--that

many, if not most, of personality disorders have their beginnings in

childhood, primarily in the area of the child's interpersonal re-

lationships. However, Katz is very strong in his feeling that the

parents are almost entirely to blame. He believes that children

do no0 need play therapy, but rather the parents need the help.

His parent guidance program is designed to help the parents Change

their interpersonal relationships with their children. The parents

are encouraged to, among other things, accept the child as he is;

give individual time to eadh child; remove excessive pressures and

unrealistic demands; and eet reasonable limits en the child's be-

havior. However, in, Filial Therapy the parents are not just en-

couraged to do these things, they do themr-regularly, carefully, and

with guidance. Both parent and child learn and are helped by

Filial Therapy4
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Katz also tries to help the parents understand the emotional

makeup of their children. In Mita Therapy they do this

by working with their children as 'yell as with other parents

in the same prenicaments. Thus, the Filial Therapy method seems

the more cemplete, more productive method.

One of the circtunstances which led to the need for and

the subsequent developnent of nlial Therapy, as was dia.*

cussed above, was the need to find a means by which the pro-

fessional therapist could make more effective use of his time

and facilities. A logibal extension of the idea of bringing

the therapy "ham to Mother" is bringing it to tbe other

primary environment of the child--the scLool.

Patterson (1966) has cemented on the role of the school

in relation to the child's mental health: "... the school no

longer is restricted to the teaching of the three 11° s, but

is concerned with the preparation of the young for functioning

as responsible citizens in a democracy. For effective, mature,

responsible functioning as a citizen, it may be maintained that

the individual must be relatively free from the hat.dicap of

emotional disturbances, and that the abhool has same respon-

sibility to this end (pp. 18-19)."

Alexander (1964) mentions, more specifically, the need to

hell) the child in the school situation. lie points out that the

mildly troubled child is lett unhelped because of a lack of

facilities or the parents reluctance to enter therapy.
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However, by utilizing play therapy or other techniqu s in

the school netting, it is often possible to help the less

severely di turbed child without removing him fror the aca-

demic setting.

Starkman (190) has offered a suggestion of a way in

which the school can help based on the assumption that

students tend to go, of their own accord, to certain sympa-

thetic teachers and pour out their problems. Starkman be-

lieves that teachers shoule, be trained and supervised in

utilizing basic therapeutic techniques so that effective use

can be made of these spontaneous contacts between students

and teachers, He maintains that not only would the students

benefit, but the teachers would feel less anxious and unsure

in dealing with these troubled students HO did, however,

emphasize that he did not intend to make formal therapists

but of the teachers by giving them regular cases to work with,

but rather to put the teachers at ease, to provide an earlier

recognition of potentially disturbed bhildren, and to offer

new insights to the teacher.

The teacher's relationship with the school therapist

has been noted as an important aspect of the school's effec-

tiveness in dealing with troubled children, Alexander (1964)

points out that the therapisil cannot work in isolation from

the teacher, since the teacher spends a much longer time with

the child and thus can influence the child's behavior more

than the therapist can. The therapist must share his exper-
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iences with the teacher and thus help the teacher to under-

stand her role better and to relate more therapeutically to

her children,

The dit icult positioa of the teacher in relation to

therapeutic work in the schools is discussed by Buhler, Omit

ter and Richardson (1952) The teacher is in an ideal

position to observe the children's relationships with other

children the variety or stability of their behavior, their

feelings and interests, and their attitudes toward a4thority,

However, the teacher's positioa ao a director and a figure

of authority may prevent the rapport which exists in the

psychologists relationship with the child. Also, the teacher

lacks awareness sad experience in individual dealings with

students. The psychologist's private sessions can reveal the

child's ianer emotions and feelings as they could not be in

group activities at school. In addition, the school there.'

got can offer the individual attention that a teacher

couldn't

Andronico and Guerney (1967) have offered two suggestions

of ways to take into account the foregoing problems--utilizing

the school as a setting for psychotherapy and finding an

effective place for the teacher. Both of these suggestions

involve the use of Filial Therapy:

1. The school psychologist or other therapist could organize

Filial Therapy groups within the school setting This

would serve not only the basic goals of this method, but
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would predictably improve relations between parents and school personnel

since they would be partners, wwking together toward the common goal of

helping the child to adjust. As the parents become a central part of

their children's treatment, they no longer need to view the school

authorities as a threat, blaming the parents for their children's

prdblems

2. The second possible application of Filial Therapy to the school setting

is the main concern of this paper, using teachers as therapisbs in play

therap:9 with their students by teaching them the Filial Therapy prin-

ciples. This utilization would eliminate the problem of a lack of per-

sonal, individual contact between the teacher and the child and would

allow the teacher greater influence over the child in a supervised thera-

peutic situation, in addition to regular classroom contact.

This application of the teacher to Filial Therapy directly follows from

the Tationals behind the nethod "Given the ability to do so, people that

are already, by nature of their everyday roles, important in a child's life

are in a better position to bring about change than an outsider who is seen

only an hour a week, even if that person is a trained therapist (Andronico

&Guerney, 1967, p. 5)."

Nbak (1958) succinctly states that "next to parents, teachers play the

most important role in the life of a young
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child (p. 50)." This close, important relationship points

up several reasons for using teachers as Filial Therapists*

1. Uting teachers as therapeutic agents would not only ex-

pand the available services in the school, but once trained)

the teachers would be able to see several children during

the year and a continuing number of children throughout

the years (Andronico &Guerney, 1967).

2* Children could be worked with before they became seriously

maladjusted. Even normal children could participate in

teacher-student nondirective play therapy as a means of

imoviding preventative mental hygiene.

It is believed that the empathetic principles that the

teachers would learn during the therapeutic experience

would apply to their general classroom behavior, making

them more understanding) more aware and more accepting

(Andronico & Guerney, 1967).

4. The teacher would probably become more at ease in dis-

cussing the problems of the children, with their parenls

and the school psychologists. They would feel more

volved with the children's prOblems and less helpless

and otifled (Andronico & Ouerney, 1967).

5. Alleviation of a child's problems would also) undotibtedly,

bring satisfaction and reinforcement to the teacher,

since she would have played an integral part in the ITO.,

cess (Guerney, 1968, in press)

In addition to the above) several authors, including
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Nbustakas (1956), Baxter (1941), and Ojamann (1954) have em-

pbasized the child's need to have a teacher reapect him, accept

him as unique and worth while, and honestly believe in him. With

a teacher's recognition and warmth, the child can learn to accept

and understand himself, the key to successful adjustment and

growth.

The question arises, of course, as to the ability of a

teacher to learn and master the therapeutic technique. %nue is

considerable evidence that teachers can and have played an im

portant role in child psychotherapy, primarily using behavior

therapy. Britton (1966) found a teacher "extremely skillful" in

carrying out therapy with a nontalking kindergarten child; Harris

Johnson, Kelley, and Wolf used a nursery school teacher successfully

in curing the regressed crawling of a child (Ullmann alKrasner0 1966

p. 313); Hart, Allen, Buell, Harris, and Wolf used teachers as

therapy agents in two cases (Ullman &Krasner, 19660 p. 320); and

Zimmerman and Zimmerman found success with teachers serving as

intermediary agents in the therapeutic process (Ullman &Krasner,

1966, p. 320).

In view of the previous successes with teachers in therapy

programs and the efficienay of parents engaging in Filial Therapy, it

was expected, in the present study, that by learning and using the

Filial Therapy method the teacher could effectively function as the

major agent in helping the trodbled child, and thus, make better use

of her already influencial role.
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Subject,.-.E even teachers from the Jesse Selover Elemen

tary School in Sayreville, New Jersey were trained in the

techniques of Filial Therapy byDr. Bernard Guerney, Jr.,

Director of the Rutgers University Psychological Clinic and

Mr. Joseph Rimer, Director of Pupil Personnel in the Sayre-

ville school system.
2

Bach teacher selected two "withdrawn"

children from ber awn class to participate in the study. The

children were selected on the basis of the teacher's s'bjective

evaluation of the children ts failure to communicate with other

children, lack of interest in the classroom situation, and

unfulfilling approach to schoo3.3 One child from each class

vas randomly assigned to the control group and the other to

the exptrimental therapy group. The control group was used

to account for any changes in behavior that might have occurred

because of factors other than the therapy such as the teachers'

general classroom techniques, peer intluences, or maturation.

Before the end of the study, however, several of the children

were eliminated from the program for various reasons including

children changing schools, parents not submitting written

approval, and children not showing withdrawn behavior in

accordance with the set criteria In the final analysis,

children from nine of the eleven teachers were included in

the study, with a total of nine children in the experimental

group and six in the control group. The children vere.frce



kindergarten first, second, third and fifth grades; eight
-sor"

were boys and seven were girls.

FOur seniors from Douglass and Rutgers Colleges served

as coders of the classroom behavior.

Procedur

A Coding

A workable coding system was devised to provide an ob-

je tive method of evaluating behavior and possible changes in

behavior. The system coded four types of aggressive or mu.'

tiating behavior of the part of these withdrawn children:

1. Ini'citing tdlk ia class.

This category included speaking out of turn to the class

("Let's play initial tag,") speaking out in a classroom dis-

cussion, or speaking when called upon by the teacher after

having raised one's band to speak. In all cases the key vas

initiating te;ik, uot just responding to a question.

24 liaising the band in an attempt to initiate talk.

This category does not include raising the hand in res-

ponse to a "How many of you" type qudstion. If the child is

subsequently called upon after raising his band to speak, the

response is credited to the category "initiating talk in class "

3. Initiating talk with another student

This was perhaps the most important measure. Since the

aim of the therapy was to "free" the child of his repressions

and frustretions and thus help him gain self-respect and



acceptance o iel, the child wou4U hopefulky be lees reluctant to

initiate interactions with other children.

If. Initiating teak privateky with the teacher.

This category included walking aver to the teacher to speak or calling

out directIly to her. Since the child was working with the teacher in a

relaxed atmosphere, it might have been expected that the child would

henceforth be more at ease and verbal with this teacher. However, the

ultimate goal a the treatment was for this relaxed feeling to generalize

in the child's interactions with others, as well as the teacher: There

fore, this category was included in order to be able to determine exact3ty

where arq changes in behavior occurred.

Nonverbal initiations of activity were not included in the coding

salaam because of the subjectivity involved in their evaluation.

For four weeks before the actual beginning of the program, the coders

observed children in the classroom involved. They 'were each assigned

an aggressive and a 'withdrawn child. to 'watch in each class as practice.

The vexibalky aggressive children were observed for three reasons. Fir;

of all, while learning the coding method, observing aggressive obiUtren

'was stimulating practice since they required more active concentration on

their behavior than did the withdrawn children. Secondly, the behavior

of the !ingressive children served to highlight the withdrawn behavior

of the other children by
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providing an extreme comparison. Thirdly, they produced an

Objective score of aggressive behavior vbich, when averaged

with the scores of the withdrawn children, would provide a

rough estimate of the average behavior of the children.

The coders practiced until they reached a very high level

of reliability. A rank correlation of 928 was obtained,

significant at the .001 level.

The coders were introduced as students who were "learning

to be teachers." During this period of practice, the children

became accustomed to having visitors in the class. This time

also providedtieopportunity for this investigator to become

aware of some of the behavior difference in the children and the

routine of an elementary school class

The behavior of the control and the experimental child

vere coded simultaneously in each class for one 65-minute

session each, week. The coding was done at 15-second intervals,

with on3 initiation in a particular category the limit for that

category for that 15-second period. One initiation continuing

over several 15-second intervals vas scored in each period.

This method seemed to be the best in terms of an dbjective

score of behavior, convenience to the coder, and reliability.

As a control for bias, none of the coders aside from

this investigator vas aware of which of the children in eadh

class vas receiving therapy.

An attempt vas made to schedule the classroom Observations
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so as to have the coders in the classes during general participation

periods rather than during seat-work time, and to Observe activities

that were Wray uniform in nature throughout the classes. The

classes were observed during the same activity period each week

for intra-class consistency.

Therapy.

Each teacher met with her child in nondirective play therapy once

a week:for about 45-minute periods. Each teacher vas Observed en-

gaging in therapy and vas coded on her dbility to empathize and re-

spond to the child in an accepting manner. This scoring code VW

developed at the Rutgers Univereity Psychological Clinic for cod-

ing and qvalutating the parents in Filial Therapy. This wad done

in order to see whether the teacher's ability would have any bear-

ing on the child's improvement. A positive correlation would

suggest that the therapy, not merely the extra-attention from the

teacher, vas producing the behavior change.

The teachers were divided into two small groups which mot

once each week:for group discussion sessions designed after the

parent Filial Therapy groups These sessions served as Supervisory

meetings for the teachers. The first 20 minutes of each session was

devoted to observations of one of the teachers working with her

child. This was followed by a discussion of illtividual and mutual

prdblems.



Results and Discussion

Base-line data were collected for six wedks before therapy
g
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began, and experimental data were obtained during the 17 weeks

of the therapy period except for the ninth, tenth and eleventh

weeks of the program due to the Christmas vacation. The weekly

scores for each child were graphed in order to vint up the trends

exhibited before and during the therapy period for each child

receiving therapy and for his classroam control subject.
+It it St sat
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Place Figm. es 1-9 About Here
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For reasons stated previously some of the subjects 'were

eliminated and others added; therefore, there are no pre-therapy

data for three of the nine experimental subjects (see Figures 5

6 and 9) and no controls for several of then (see Figures 7, 8,

and 9).

Mean verbalwiniti&tion scores for each experimental subject were

determined for scores at the beginning of therapy aD4 at the end

of the observation period. A t test for correlated samples showed

a significant difference at the .05 level. It Is evident from

glancing at the graphs that there was no significant change in

the control group.

Figure 10 compares the mean scores for the two groups.

MOOMMWMOOMWMMMMMMWWMWOOMMW

Place Figures 10 About Here
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The consistent trends Observed in the individual graphs justify

the group graph being composed of split numbers of subjects. Of

MOPT importance is the apparent equality of the level of verbal

initiations of the two groups at the point of the beginning of

therapy. A comparison test was run between the two groups using

the mean scores from the first two weeks after therapy: began

and the last two weeks of Observation. Tbe difference was

ignificant at the .01 level, and is clear from an examination

of Figure 10.

The average score for all 15 withdrawn children at the point

of therap'y onset, was 11; after 14 weeke of therapy/. the average

score for the experimental group was about 26 (see Figure 10).

The average score for nine of the most verbally aggressive children

in the classes was 40. This would seem to suggest that the

experimental group improved to approximately th2 eatimated average

level for the class.

Of the four initiation areas scared, the experimental group

improved most in initiating talking with other students as °ante

seen in Figure U.

Place Figure 3.3. About Here

There was a slight increase evident in initiating interactions with

the teacher, but this ended by the eleventh week while the otber

scores continued to rise. Thus, the effect of the therapy did

generalize to the children's behavior with others
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as was hoped.

Several other variables were investigated. Since all of the

teachers were female, it is conceivable that the sex of the child

udght have been an important factor in the treatment. Four of the

therapy subjects were boys (see figures 2, 3, 4, and 7), and five were

girls. The girls improved an average of 18 points and the boys an

average of 11 points. Though these 13T:es-were not significantly

different, it is possible that a larger sample might yteld significant

resultm.

Another varidble considered wss the grade of the child. In

general, the lower the grade, the greater the average degree of improve.-

ment. Bare again, larger samples are needed.

The final najor relationship analyzed was that between the tea-.

cher's ability in therapy and the child's degree of improvement. A

rank correlation was run on these data and the resultant correlation

of .85 was significant at the 005 level. A larger sauwle here might

also give more strength to these results.

Xn genezal, the results were very favorable and imvite further

study in the use of teachers as Filial Therapists. In every case ex-

cept one (see Figure 3) the coders were able to guess correct.V as to

whether or not an individual child was receiving thempy. This sug-

gests that there vas probnbly an obvious behavior change in the child''

ren in addition to the revealing dbjective scores.

On the whole, the teachers thAmnelves were very pleased
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with the program, finding the therapy techniques fairly

simple and enjoyable One of the older teachers said th

:she "felt like A Grandmother" for the first time In her life.

They were equally satisfied with the changes evidenced by

the children they worked with. Several of the teachers bad

interesting comments concerning the program:

This program has made me want to try harder with shy

pupils. It is so easy to just ignore them, or rather, I

should say, to forget them unintentionally."

"I would say I'm more aware of my own attitute toward

little things."

"Awareness of this new role with children has made me

try it on an individual basis in the classroom."

H
I never expected such a change in 11. as there has been

in such a short time. I am thrilled."

There are several suggestions for future study in this

area. The first, as mentioned previously, is to replicate

the experiment using a larger number of teachers and students.

It might also be worth while to use hostile, overly aggressive,

or other types of problem or troubled children in Filial

Therapy with their teachers to see whether they would be

helped as much as the withdrawn children seemed to have been.

One final susgestion is to have the children in thd control

group play privately once each week with a teacher who has

not been trained in Filial Therapy to control for the extra



attention received by the t e y group.

At the present t
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pest therapy data are being collected

in order to determine whether the ettects ot the therapy will

last atter the therapy has stopped It is this investigatOrto

opinion that the et ects will not d teriorate once the child

has been "treed" to enjoy interacting with other people,
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o tnotes

The author is deeply Indebted to Dr. Bernard Guerney for his

patient guidance and support, and to Joseph Rimer for his valuable

assistance.

2 The teachers involved in the program were trained in the therapg

tedhniques last year and 'worked with children in the shhool, though

not necessarily from their awn classes. The children were trom grades

kindergarten to fifth. The results were very favorable, though subjectively

evaluated The children vere reported as being happier, relating better

to the other children, initiating activities and often showing improve-

ment in their schoolwork. It vas supposed that 'working with their

awn children might even, be better as far as total understanding and

degree of influence vere concerned.

3 Withdrawal is a mechanism of maladjusted behavier which is an

unconscious attempt to realize one's self-concept. Ebvever, this

realization is obtained in an "underground" manner (Axline, 1947).

Slavson (1952) attributes vithdrawal to an inadequate feeling of security.

These vithdrawn children, because they are quiet and untroublesome are

usually not recommended for therapy but can often benefit from therapy

vhich gives them an opportunity for self-expression and acceptance

(Axline, 1947). Wolf (1958) asserts that unless the under-aggressive

child gains self
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confidence he will be regarded and will regard bim elf

as unworthy. Patterson (1966) feels that relatively

nonverbal children would not benefit from purely yea,

bal types of counseling and that there should be facili-

ties for play therapy in the elementary school. There

is also a commonly held view that withdraw children

would benefit more from play therapy, specifically

client-centered play therapy, than the agpessive child

would (Guerney E4Andronico, 1966). In addition, Guerney

(1966, in press) noted that this type of child presents

a challenge to the professional skills of a teacher

and consequently the teacher would probably be eager to

engage in Filial Therapy with the child, In the present

study all of the children were "withdrawn," for the

above reasons and also to provide uniformity, even

though children with other problem manifestations as

hostility and over-aggxessiveness have been success.,

fUlly treated ill Filial Therapy.
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Figure 1, A com a is0A of: the number of verbal initiations

of one experimental and one control subject as a function of

'tmeks before and duriag the therapy period.

ma! 2, A comparison of the number of verbal initiations

of ont egperimentll and one contra subject as a function of

weeks before and during the therapy period,

Klaus 3, A comparison of the number of verbal initiations

of one experimental and one control subject as a function of

weeks before and aucing the therapy period.

Elam 4, A comparison of the number of verbal initiations

of one experimental subjftt before and during therapy and one

control subject during the therapy period as a function of weeks.

Figure 5 Acomparison of the number of verbal initiations

of one experimencal and one control subject as a function of

weeks during the therapy period.

Figure 8, A comparison of the number of verbal initiations

of one experimental and one control subject as a function of

weeks during the therapy period.

Et.E1 7, The number of verbal initiations of one experi-

mental subject as a function of weeks before and during the

therapy period,
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Elguaa8. The number of verbal initiations of one experi.,

mental subject as a function of weeks before and during the

therapy period,

Figure. 2. The nudber ohf verbal initiations of one experi-

mental subject as a function of weeks during the therapy period.

FiKure, 100 A comparison of the mean number of verbal ini-

tiations for six experimental and three control subjects before

therapy, and for nine experimental and six control subjects dur-

ing the therapy period as a function of weeks

Mats 11, A comparison of the cumulative mean number of

four types of verbal initiations for nine withdrawn subjects as

a function of weeks in Filial Theragy


